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EoilinsiiSSandspur

Florida's
Oldest College

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

i O S E NAMED
m COiSIOCK,
''McQueen C o t t a g e R e n a m e d
•*' F o r B e n e f a c t o r of R o l l i n s
"•
College
I'll W A S C H A R T E R T R U S T E E

The Chapel Staff is calling
a meeting of all the Chapel
committees in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel this evening at seven thirty. All
students interested in serving on any of these committees, which include Social
Service, Publicity, Program,
Hospitality and Ushering, are
urged to attend this meeting
at which the enrollment for
the new year will be taken
and a program outlined.
The Chapel committees are
among the most active on
the campus and their work
encompasses a wide horizon.
New members will be cordially welcomed.

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, ig.')?.

"THE BARRIER"
HAS PREMIERE

Conferring on Labor's Peace Plan

SHOWN AT BABY

(Complete Campus Coverage)

First

GRAND

NUMBER 6.

FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES PLEDGE
83 LAST SUNDAY

PLMERS ORGiIZE
FRESHMAN UNIT

F i r s t E a s t e r n S h o w i n g of R e x
B e a c h ' s Film S p o n s o r e d
B y Rollins A l u m n i

Now It's Over
Cobwebs In Chapel

G i r l s L e a d W i t h 48 P l e d g e s
While Fraternities
T a k e 35
K. A . T A K E S M O S T M E N
Gamma Phi Beta Has Ten
Pledges to Head Soririties

Freshman
Players
G r o u p A t Rollins

"On the fifth Sunday after the
opening of school the fraternities
Rex B e a c h I s P r e s i d e n t of Roland sororities shall pledge their
TO E L E C T O F F I C E R S
Residence F o r S e v e n T r a n s f e r
lins Alumni Association
new members—"soon October 31,
•Hi
Women S t u d e n t s
On Saturday, October 30, all every house was bustling with ac'ti
•
Rollins College Alumni Associativity;
preparing to greet the
freshmen
interested
in
dramatics
e; Officials of Rollins College antion will sponsor the eastern premet in Recreation Hall to organize rushees, if and when they arrived.
litinounced today that the McQi
miere here of "The Barrier," writLast year the girls, by ruling
the Freshmen Players.
iti( Cottage, now used as a dormitory
,ii.,»„i
ten by Rex Beach, Rollins alumnus,
Si Vario, president of the Rol- of the Pan Hellenic Council, were
for women students, has been reon November 10 and 11, it is anThis genial handshake between George M. Harrison, left, leader of
lins Student Players, introduced granted a quota of nine pledges.
jjnamed the Comstock Cottage in
the American Federation of Labor delegation, and Philip Murray,
nounced.
Professor Allen, who will direct This year the sororities were perl.l,honor of William C. Comstock, an
chairman
of
the
Committee
for
Industrial
Organization
conferees,
The picture will be shown in the
early benefactor and charter trusshown above, paved the way for discussion of terms of a truce be- this new organization. Professor mitted a ten-girl quota, because of
Baby Grand Theatre on a cooperatween the two organizations and possible termination of two
Allen explained that this is the the longer list of entering women
- tee of Rollins College. Mr. Comtive arrangement under which
years of strife.
first time a Freshmen Players students.
stock, who served on the board of
proceeds
over
a
certain
figure
will
The Inter-Fraternity
Council
F
o
u
r
Rollins
S
t
u
d
e
n
t
s
A
r
e
group
has been organized at RolV( trustees for 39 years until his
go to the funds of the Alumni Asvoted, this year, to remove any limAccepted
lins.
Pfldeath in 1924, had a record of sersociation.
Only the Freshmen who are in- its on the number of men pledged
I vice second only to that of Wil"The Barrier," which is a picture
terested enough to form this group into the fraternity on regular
'%am R. O'Neal, of Orlando, who W A R F I E L D I S D I R E C T O R
of the Alaskan gold rush days,
will be eligible to do backstage pledge day. Last year the fraterhas been a trustee for fifty years.
In the past two years no less stars Jean Parker, Jimmie Ellison,
work or try out for the four play; nities were limited to twelve boys,
'4 The McQueen Cottage was acBy FRED LIBERMAN
given by the Rollins Student Play- or one fifth the entering men stuilquired partly through a gift, and than four Rollins students have and Leo Carrillo. Its premiere will
ers.
During the year Professor dents.
Blpartly through a purchase, from been accepted at the Cleveland take place in the state of Washon where it was filmed last
The list of pledges into the difVersus Russia
Allen expects to use all of Fresh"ithe McQueen estate in 1935 and has Play House to serve on the Stutner and where Miss Audrey L.
Any -way you look at it Soviet U p p e r c l a s s m e n
•ibeen used since as a sorority house dent Staff of that outstanding theKeep
R a t s men Players in some phase of the ferent sororities follows: Alpha
technical work of a production Phi's included Helen Bothwick,
^'ffior a woman's dormitory. An air- atre. Elfreda Wynant and Ted Packham, associate professor of Russia has gotten herself into a
From Beanery
These technical crews will be un- Marjorie McQueen, Dorothea Rich,
*plane type bungalow situated at Ehrlich were the first two students education at Rollins, visited the hole. Today, she is nearer diploimount Pictures set to watch matic isolation than at any time R A T C A P S A R E S T O L E N der the direction of the members oi Marguerite Smith, Dorothy Steele.
ttho comer of Chase Avenue and to enter the Play House. Last
Chi Omega accepted five girls
nee the start of the Spanish
the members of the Stagecraft
•i^'Fairbanks Avenue, the house has year Alberto WaiTen was admit- the picture being made.
as pledges: Stella Mae Bowles,
writing to Professor Alfred
^f'taccommodations for seven stu- ted and did such good work that
A bloodless battle raged for ap- class.
anna regarding the easten preRussia alone last week refused proximately ten minutes between
tldcnts. It is being used this year he was given a scholarship so that
The purpose of the organization Peggy Cass, Alice Elliott, Elizabeth Hall, Mary Malta Peters.
e of "The Barrier," under the to consider the granting of bellig^0 accommodate women transfers he could return this year. A rethe Upper Classmen and the Fresh- is to maintain an interest in draThe Gamma Phi Betas led the
ent rights to the opposing forces men on the steps of Beanary porch, matics during the Freshman year.
who are not affiliated with active cent letter from him reveals the auspices of the Alumni Associafact that he is being scouted for tion, Mr. Beach gave some interthe Spanish civil war. Now she Monday, October 31.
Hsororities on the campus.
Formerly
without
oganization sororities in having ten pledges:
esting facts in connection with his is contemplating a walk-out on the
movies. Frances Hyer is
iii William C. Comstock, who was
there wasn't much opportunity in Jean Densmore, Jean Fairbanks,
Due to the absence of a majorwriting of the popular novel of the Non-intervention Committee.
ma native of New York State, was at the Play House this year,
the drama for Freshmen; conse- Claire Fontaine, Rachel Harris,
this season she has had
The reason she gives for this ity of Rat Caps, supposedly stolen quently their interest lessened. In Mary Lou Hofft, Antoinette Holz- ' a prominent business leader in
" 'The Barrier,' " he wrote, "was action is the failure of the Com- from the Freshmen Dormitories this way promising material was born, Marjorie Lincoln, Eleanor
.Chicago. Because of failing health eral small parts and has been
Rand, Jayne Rittenhouse, Jean
my second attempt at novel writ- mittee to accomplish anything un- on Sunday, the Upper Classmen re- lost by the Student Players.
* h e came to Winter Park in 1877 assistant stage manager for on
fused to admit any Freshmen,
ing, my first being 'The Spoilers.' der its present set-up.
and was one of this community's the productions.
To become a member of the Rol- Turner.
minus caps, to the noon-day meal.
Kappa Alpha Theta included
Robert Warfield is the director After the latter story had appearItaly and Germany hope for
pioneer citizens. He was an early
lins Student Players, it is necesHostilities commenced when the
the Little Theatre at Lynch- ed I got married and suddenly real- just such a move on Russia's part.
==benefactor of Rollins College when
y to have a certain number of seven girls on their list: Betty
ized that I had to get busy on an- It would isolate Russia from the final bugle was blown for the gen- points gained through working on Brock, Frances Jones, Margaret
irg, Virginia,
it was established in 1885 and, aci William Davis is a student at other story without loss of time. democratic allies, England and eral entrance into Beanery. Back productions either in an acting or Modine, Virginia Morgan, June
cording to the late Dr.
rMorgan Ward, former president of the Yale School of Drama. He This conviction was forced upon France. It would make way for doors were locked to prevent technical capacity. The work you Reinhold, Sara Tyler, and Pollysays that the practical experience me when on my wedding trip I the dream of the twin dictators, storming of the portals at that re- do as a Freshman Player will en- anna Young.
Rollins, Mr. Comstock w
Kappa Kappa Gamma came uncording to his means, the most he had in the Annie Russell The- was compelled to pay $17.00 excess a four power group, which would gion.
able you to get your first points
atre is making his work at Yale baggage on Mrs. Beach's trunks. rule the affairs of Europe unKenerous benefactor Rollii
Several Rats found means of ac- toward membership in the Rollins der the wire second with nine girls;
Never having had enough of my aided by Communistic influence. cess through windows but those Student Players. Moreover, the Betty de Giers, Jeanne Langworhad. He was a member of the easier for him.
first board of trustees and
Gulielma Daves, one of the most own to fill a trunk I didn't realize
But all this is highly improb- guarding the inside had no trouble experience gained through active thy, Shirley Levis, Eleanor McAufaithful supporter of the College outstanding students who have ma- that there was such a thing as 'ox- able. Russia, although she re- n ejecting them. For a moment participation in dramatics during liffe, Ethel MacDonald, Ellen Mcthe rest of his life.
jored in dramatics at Rollins, had cess baggage' and it panicked me. fuses to give ground on the issues t looked as though water, by your first year in college will be Elroy, Betty Mackemer, Esther
"I was looking for a quiet place at stake in the Spanish conflict neans of a garden hose, would bo very helpful in your drama work Pierce, and Caroline Sandlin.
His beautiful estate, "Eastbank," a busy and interesting summer at
The Phi Mus announce the pledgwas one of the show places of Win- Reginald Goode's summer theatre in which to work and we finally will not dare a break with Eng- used by the Rats as a weapon but during the last three years of colTexas. Mrs. land and France. She is caught
ing of six girls: Daphne Banks,
was stalled by men guarding lege.
ter Park. He was an active work- in New York State. She was tech- chose Galveston,
:ach always claims I took her on in a net she herself has woven.
Dorothy Bromley, Dorothy Cicthe right side of the porch.
er for more than 40 years in All nical director and stage manager
Professor Allen hopes the Freshhoneymoon where the fishing
carelli, Florence Warwick, Laverne
Russia will have to swallow her
Saints Episcopal Church of Winter for Mr. Goode. After her summer
Players will be able to proIt was rather too bad that the
IS good. It really wasn't as good pride in the near future and acPhillips, and Edna Harmon.
season at his theatre, Gulie went
Park.
waiters were forced, by headquar- duce either several
•-act play:
I had anticipated and the mos- quiesce to the demands of • the
Pi Beta Phi have five girls:
After recovering his health, Mr. to New York and secured the poters, to return to their waiting ta- or a three-act play i Recreation
Peggy Davis, Rosemary Glenn,
other leading powers or else face bles. As it was the Freshmen Hall during the year.
Comstock returned to his business sition of technical director for a quitos were worse.
Eleanor Hamm, Gracia Tuttle, and
I started 'The Barrier' and
diplomatic consequences. That were allowed to enter Beanery
interests in Chicago, but establish- company of unemployed actors
The next meeting will be
Marjorie Wilson.
ns the consequences in the Far probably feeling that they had won Saturday, November 6, at 0
ed his permanent home in Winter who produce plays to be seen by worked on it mornings and eve(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
nings. Candor compels me to ad- East as well as in Europe.
Park and returned here every year managers and producers.
a moral, if not physical victory, o'clock. Officers will be elected
Budget Hopes
Nancy Cushman and Dick Shat- mit that I did more fishing and
until his death.
but let them rest assured that this at that time.
Any interested
The navy's proposal to ask C'
tuck are in New York seeking the- bird shooting than a bridegroom is
feeling has not penetrated Into the Freshman who could not attend
continued on page 2, col. 4)
•ess for funds to start two m'
atre positions.
ranks of the upper class.
(Continued on page 2, col. B)
60 million dollar battleships may
plicate President Roosevelt'
budget-balancing plans.
The naval officials claim they
need much larger funds that the
526 million dollars allotted to them
nal school was organized
was published in the Sandfor the current year.
"She Passed T h r o u g h LorMy second "week-end" in Kuf- had slept well in our cabin, and
province where there v
• that, in the International Re
raine" To Be Given"
They base their demands on th«
Oatc Set T e n t a t i v e l y for N e x t
some, as Madrid, argument that they need mor< stein lasted from a Friday until at four o'clock Fredl was shaking
lations Club meeting, Thursday not one, an
Friday
me by the shoulder. It was mornthe Spanish question would appear Barcelona,
sailors, have to complete work or the following Thursday and causD E C E M B E R 10 A N D 11
ing.
ed
me
to
miss
a
three-day
festival
first. Also it was said that Jose built.
the seventy-three new ships alO T H E R E V E N T S F O L L O W Rodriguez ivould take the governOn December lOth and 11th in
set up
Co-educat
ready started and have to begir in Munich similar to the Mardi ' We had still another hour and
then
that construction of new ships in or- Gras in New Orleans. The fact a half's climb before we reached the Annie Russell Theatre, The
ment side and Robert Lado wouk every singl
boys
and
girls
could
study
togeth
der to realize their announced aim that I was out of town for that all- the base of our project and the Rollins Student Players will preAt the meeting of the Rat Com- defend the insurgents.
important
"Tag
der
Deutschen
real
beginning
of
our
work
(if
sent their first play of the year.
This has been a misunderstand er. After one year of experimcn of attaining the full seapowei
mittee and Social Committee Tues
Kunst" gave my friends no little one can call a height already
day, October 26, it was voted to ing that I wish to make clear, for tation, all the professors in the 58 permitted under the now obsolete concern, and I think a little dis- over a thousand kilometers the Their choice, "She Passed Through
normal schools were asked to state naval limitation treaties.
Lorraine," is an ultra-modern
continue the tradition of Baby I am not going to defend the
gust.
I
spent
the
rest
of
the
sumbase
of
anything.)
Another
Alcomedy in an elderly setting. AcThis move comes just when the
Day. The date was tentatively urgents. I said I would be glad to their opinion about co-educat
mer explaining to people why I pine Hut was here. It was a little cording to the script the action
study one phase of the situation The result was that 66 of the President has called a meeting of
set for next Friday.
was
not
present
at
that
historical
more
elementary
than
the
one
at
schools found it good. The other Secretary of Treasury Morgentakes place in "a Lorraine village
AH costumes must pass an in- which I knew better; the national
event. I hope these few lines will Hinterbarenbad, but served, never- of 1436." Instead of the formal
two said that it had raised the
thau and the director of the budspection before the Rat Commit- education of Spain. And probably
justify my answer and close the theless, as a protection from cold historical and usually sporific diatellectual level of the classes, but get, Daniel W. Bell.
tw at compulsory breakfast. Off becau.se of the difficulties I natuissue
for
all
time.
We
were
going
and
snow,
should
the
occasion
The relationship between the two
logue which one often wearily
Just what the moral of all this
campus freshmen are to report to rally find in expressing myself in
sexes was dangerous for the morals is your columnist leaves to you. mountain climbing.
expects in any play set in a period
the Beanery Porch after break- this beautiful language called EngIt was just six o'clock as we before 1920, the speech is sparkof youth. With this proportion in It'll be a lot of fun guessing.
For the sake of time and space,
fast tor the inspection of their lish, something else was underfavor of co-education, it was carI shall be able to describe only reached the point where it was ling in its contemporary idiom and
Japan Refuses t o Attend
costumes.
The costumes must stood.
Japan refuses to attend the one day of our week-long trip and impossible for us to continue with sophisticated tempo. There will
I will defend neither the Rebels ried into the normal schools a:<
conform to what the Social Comsomething definite.
Nine Power Treaty meeting at shall begin on the second day. We our heavy, hobnail army shoes. We be no chance for world-weary playmittee describes as "right and pro- nor the Government. My wish is
Later on, the Rightist party be- Brussels. She knows she will be had followed the valley that sep- left them and our knapsacks in a goers to toss off a couple of quick
not to give my opinion, for it
per."
rates the Wild Kaiser from the little pile, peeled off our four pairs naps in slow scenes. There aren't
The Social Committee of last would be but the opinion of one gan a campaign against co-educa- condemned for her Chinese aggres'ame Kaiser range. The path of stockings and put on the sneak- any slow scenes.
year decided to abolish Baby Day student. Everyone in the Club is tion. The Catholic Church follow- sion. Moreover, she knows that
had gone up and down, past little ers or "Kletterschuhe" with their
ed
them,
and
the
very
few
Fasthe
powers
will
not
agree
to
give
Lionel Hale, the author, is a
perfectly
able
to
form
his
own
because of the indecent costumes
houses, now by the river, now up soft soles of rope and rubber used young playwi-ight whose work has
which were displayed but the pres- opinion and is free to do so. What cists that were in Spain, joined her North China to stop hostilihillside. We had watched the only for rock climbing. We untied caused much comment in England
ties.
ent co::::v.ittce sees no reason why I have to do is this: state the le campaign.
the coil of rope and tied it securely and on the Continent. He has writIt happened in the debate that
Nothing in the statement of the green grass and meadows turn init could not be held if the cos- facts, and tell the truth as I
around our waists with about thir- ten two other plays, well-known
one of the three groups could anknow it.
•panose government which ac- to bare stretches of rock and sci-ub.
tumes were proper.
The houses had disappeared one by ty feet of loose rope between us. abroad, of which "The Rats of
ver
questions
such
as
this:
"If
mpanied
its
declination
adds
hen
Alfonso
XIII
Before 1931,
A formal Rat Court will be held
and the oaks and maples had We stowed some bread and cheese Norway," of two seasons ago,
)-education
shall
be
abolished,
weight
to
its
basic
contention
that
tomorrow night at 8:00. Definite k-as king, there were less normal
n way to pines and firs. To- and a small flask of whiskey in was most outstanding. Neither
termination of Ratting has not chool; than provinces in Spain. hat shall we do with the dances, China is responsible for the presi evening we had reached our our pockets.
"The Rats of Norway" nor "She
nflict. She still pleads selfyet been set but it will depend on There re 51 provinces and not all the street cars, the sidewalks, the
headquarters,—the
little Alpine
The best climber always goes Passed Through Lorraine" has
had a school in which to train beaches, etc. Shall we abolish them defense, despite the fact that none
the behavior of the Freshmen.
5e at Hinterbarenbad—had first up and last down, because it been given on Broadway although
of the powers believe her.
The annual Freshmen Stunt teachers. Some of them only girl too?"
Japan asks the Powers to limit eaten well and watched the stars is he who climbs without the bene- the latter has received professional
The campaign failed and the
Night will be held on Saturday students could attend, in others
come out and the moon rise over fit of the rope. Fredl wished me production on the West Coast and
night if the present plans of the boys were allowed. Co-education Rightist party gave up the idea. their activities to inducing China
rocky cliffs, particularly over; well, advised me to climb slowly! in one New England summer the-operate" with her. Which
Rat Committee remain unchanged. did not exist at all in these It was not the same with the
mighty Totenkirchel which we [and never without the aid of the I atre. To our knowledge this proChurch
and
the
Fascists,
who
have
of
course
would
mean
the
acceptThe program for Stunt Night is schools.
• to climb at daybreak. We I (Continued on page Z, col. 1)
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
| (Continued on page 2, col. 7) i
(Continued on • a g e 2, col. 1)
When the Republic came in 1931,
under the Freshmen Committee.

«

ALUilDOWELL
AT PUY HOUSE

Headlines BAIILE RAGES BN

FROSH BABY BAY

Lado To Discuss National Education
Of Spain At Relations Club Thursday

PLAyEBS PBESENT
FIRST PBOBUGTIBN

Student Writer Describes Sensations
While Climbing Mountain In Germany

THE

Where Ten Died as Train Hit Bus

HOLY COMMUNION
ANNOUNCEMENT

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3. 19^7

S ANPSPUR

From
seven
until ten
o'clock every Sunday evening at 485 Virginia Court,
in the Alter's home; Warren
Goldsmith cordially invites
you and your friends to hear
his musical programs. He has
a collection of hundreds of
phonographic classical records, and his program will
consist of requests by his

CONIESI CLOSES
APRIUii,IS38

Preceding the service at
eight o'clock in the morning
the first celebration of the
Holy Communion of the college year will be held. All
members of the Rollins family are cordially invited to
attend. At this time also
the students will be given an
opportunity to hear Dean
Campbell speak. As old students already
know, the
dean's message is always one
which touches closely to college life.

Mr.

Eldridge H a r t
Offers
Prize For Best Essay
A W A R D T O B E $25

RELATES STORY
MOUNTAIN CLIMB
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)

Thrugh the efforts of Mr. Eld
ridge Hart and some of his friends
the annual sum of $25.00 has been
made available to Rollins Collegi
for the purpose of awarding a prize
for the best essay on any topic
pertaining to current social, economic, or political problems relating to state or federal government, submitted by any student
in the Upper Division. Both affirmative and negative viewpoints
should be presented.
Rules of the Contest
1. The contest is open to any
Rollins student who is a member
of the Upper Division at the time
of the submission of the essay.
2. Each essay must contain not
less than 5,000 words and must be
submitted by April 15, 1938.
3. Each essay must be submitted under a nom de plume, accompanied by the real name of the
author in a sealed envelope.
4. All essays must be typewritten, double-spaced, on regular
8 1-2 X 11 paper.
5. The winning essay will become the property of Rollins College.
6. All essays should be addressed to Box 55, Rollins College.
Contest Committee: Rhea Marsh
Smith, William Melcher, Eldridge
Hart.

taunt rope. He vanished over the
first rock and the rope slid after
Seven high school students, two teachers and a bus driver were
him like a snake wriggling in and
killed as a Rock Island streamlmed train crashed into a bus at a
out of crevices.
Mason City, la., crossing, leaving only the twisted, battered wreckI looked back over the quiet valage of the wooden coach shown above. The students were on an
ley, crisp with the freshness of an
inspection tour of industrial plants when the accident occurred.
earl summer morning. I almost
thought I could see peaceful Kufstein lying out there at the foot of
the jagged, almost perpendicular
the valley. I looked up ove:
pile of rock. I couldn't see the top;
I couldn't even sense it. Suppose I
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
fell? Suppose the rope broke,
(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
worse yet, suppose Fredl should
always been waitnig for a chance
fall, come flying past me and pull
The men's fraternities,
me after him. I shuddered. I on Sunday from ten until twelve, to bring the question up again.
The civil war started in 1936,
felt a gentle tightening about my The X Club pledged four men:
waist, and I realized Fredl had Jack Harris, Wallace MacBriar, and in September, the rebel dictareached a place where he could Ted Pittman, and Bruce Edmonds. tor. Franco, had several provinces
under his power. The great Spain
brace himself and was ready for
Florida Alpha of Theta Kappa
me to follow. I gritted my teeth. Nu announced its group of men: of one time was practically divided
in two nations.
I was off.
The Executive Committee
Donald Cram, Dudley Darling,
In the Rebel territory, co-educaof the Rollins Alumni AssoSlowly, painstakingly, I climbed. Frederick Kasten, Charles Lingerciation will hold its first
My hands clutched this stone, felt, Clyde Jones, Carl Sadlmayr, tion has been abolished. They
could not create
two normal
meeting of the year on Novthen that one. My feet groped and Sam Hardman.
ember 5 at the home of Mr.
about for places for a footing. The
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta schools, one for boys and the other
and Mrs. Harvey Mowbray,
rope was always tight as Fredl acepted nine boys as pledges: Lou for girls, in every place where
442 Chase Avenue, Winter
drew it and rae toward him. I Bethea, George Clarke, Herbert here was one for both. They solvPark. Plans will be made
felt like a spider as I used my Hoover, James Craig, Frank Goetz, d the problem by making the profor the eastern premiere of
hands, feet, elbows and knees to Robert Davis, Stanhope Casparis, essors double their work, for they
Rex Beach's film, "The Barclimb. I felt the strength of the Paul Ma, and Marshall Schoentha- give the classes for girls during
morning, and in the afternoon
rier" and then the general
rope always about me, yet never ler.
plans for the year will be
once going up did I hang solely by
The new national on the campuS; they repeat them for boys.
discussed.
In the government territory, coit alone. Finally I came over the Sigma Nu, got off to a fine start
last rock and sat with Fredl at the with six pledges: Eustace Adams, education is going on the same
first step on the tiny shelf.
Arthur Bernd, Charles Rauscher, way it was before the war.
After nine similar stages, nine Everett Farnsworth, Joe Rembock,
ROBERT LADO.
rests, nine views we arrived at the and Orville Fennell.
The Kappa Alpha Order, Alpha
summit just at noon. There were
others there before us and it wasn't Psi, pledged nine men into its frauntil then that I learned that ternity: John Henry Buckwalter,
seventeen definite "paths" led to Melvin Clanton, Joe D. Hanna, Jr.,
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
the peak. Each one was carefully Robert Lincoln Hill, Albert Harold
marked on a map but known only Holland, Jr., Neal Eddy Luzier,
entitled
to. Meanwhile the bride
Professor and Mrs. Dean Gregg
to the guides or people such as James Gillespie Scarlett, Warren
dabbed ammonia on her mosquito
Fredl, who had lived their lives in Forbes Siddell, and Verges Van will sponsor a Folk Dance party bites and squalled. We hated each
to be held tomorrow evening at
that section and who knew the Wickle.
at the Winter Park Women's other pretty thoroughly for a whils
mountains—stone after stone —by
Club. Starting off with a Grand but I managed to make the first
heart.
March, the evening's entertain- draft of 'The Barrier' in longhand
The country lay about us like a
ment will consist of old time in about six weeks.
map.
Here was Munich, there
The Barrier," like 'The Spoildances to the tune of an old time
Vienna, Italy there. Now and then
has been made in pictures
fiddler. Members of the faculty,
a billowy cloud obstructed our
e times. In 'The Spoilers' the
staff,
and
their
friends
will
be
welview. We signed a little book and
character of Cherry Malotte be(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
replaced it in the tin box. We stood
came so popular that I had to write
a moment before the little Crucifix.
another novel about her, viz, 'The
How much nearer we were to God duction at Rollins will be its first
Handwriting experts claim that Silver Horde.' The French-Canahere than in a dark cathedral college presentation.
ibody can write his name exact- dian, Poleon Doret, in 'The Barwhose walls and windows themApart from the brilliant and alselves shut out the light of day. most Cowardish dialogue, the play ly the same twice; try it some rier,' also made so many friends
that I put him over the jumps
Life at that moment seemed so is a fine study of characters. Each
again in 'The Winds of Chance.'"
simple, so beautiful, so real.
part is completely individual, and
Mr. Beach was a prominent stuWe stayed at the summit about in keeping with the mood of the
The height
omething o dent and athlete at Rollins in the
an hour and a half and would play, amusing and often witty.
class of 1897. He is president of
dumb
girl
turning
The
original
cast
of
the
play
voted
have stayed longer had not the
the Rollins Alumni Association.
in actor's holiday," and claim- deaf
a blind date.
fog threatened. 1 was the first to
go down, sometimes backwards, ed they had never enjoyed such
parts
before.
Perhaps
the
audisometimes forward—but always
with a certain amount of fear. The ences felt their enjoyment, for
sensation was like that of one's the British reviewers hailed the
Let us " r e t i r e " your car with your favorite type
going "over the top" in a Ferris play as a fine comedy, excellent
Wheel to a bottomless nothing, in mood and action.
Twice I lost my footing and dangled at the mercy of the rope.
W e also c a r r y a full line of t h e b e s t B a t t e r i e s
Once I loosened a stone—an un shoes and started back together
pardonable sin—and sent it tum for Hinterbarenbad.
Halfway back, Fredl showed me
bling on its way into the valley
with the accompanying chorus of a quiet grove of pines— carefully
"Vorsicht, vorsicht," to warn other avoided on our trip in the mornclimbers to watch their heads. ing. It was a cemetery containPhone 115
Once we heard a similar sound and ing the graves of seventy-three adwatched a boulder go rumbling by venture-loving people who had died
seeking the heights. Seventy-three
us too near for comfort.
people who had been denied the
We
reached the little ledge privilege of saying, "I have climbed
where we had started from at sun- the Totenkirchl," and the seventydown. The fog bank was already third had lain there but a week.
rolling up where we had been. We
I feel safe in saying that, had I
waited for the other climbers,
known before the difficult, dangercompared
notes,
changed
(ELVIRA GARNER)
ous work that lay ahead of us, 1
probably never ?hould have gone.
In
this
case
ignorance
was
truly
CHRISTMAS CARDS
bliss because I consider that daj
Time to Think of Your
one of the best in my life, and
Personalized Cards
should I ever be so fortunate as
to be again in the Tyrol, I should
head immediately for Kufstein and
(EULALIE GROVER)
those same Kaiser
.310 E. Park Ave.

FRATS PLEDGE
82^UDENTS

National Education
In Spain Discussed
By Rollins Student

Greggs To Sponsor
Folk Dance Party

Jimmie Ellison and
Jean Parker are in
Rex Beach Picture

Student Players To
P r e s e n t Brilliant
Comedy in December

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

"EZERIEL"

Headlines
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

James Ellison and Jean Parker in REX BEACH'S "THE BARRIER," playing at the Biby Grand Theatre November 10-11.

Players Organized
Mrs. Helen Rae To
Saturday With Don Talk At Meeting Of
Allen As Director
Speech Association
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
the last meeting is urged to come.
This will be the last opportunity
to join.
Freshmen present at the first
meeting were the following: Rosalind Barskin, Jack Buckwalter,
Donald Cram, Dudley Darling,
;e Edmonds, Emanuel Ehrlich, Norine Farr, Bell For, Edna
Harmon, Jack Harris, Herb Hoover, Herbert Hopkins, Wallace
MacBriar, Jean Mutispaugh, Mary
Peters, Ted Pitman, Jr., Dorothea
Rich, Dick Rodda, Joy Skinner,
Marguerite Smith, Jean Turner,
and Peggy Wiley.

BOOK n TO BE
HELO AT BOOKERY
Mrs.

D A T E IS N O V E M B E R

•

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specially
Rick Gille^ie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

Will be at the Bookery on Wednesday.
November 10th. Come in and meet
them and get an autographed book.

•

THE BOOKERY

10

On Wednesday, November 10,
the Bookery will hold its Children's
Book Fair. Mrs. Elvira Garner,
sister of Dr. Edwin Grover and
author of "Ezekiel," a child's story
of the South, and Miss Eulalia will
be present.
"Ezekiel" has become quite popular throughout
the country;
written in dialect and illustrated
with numerous small sketches,
making it quite enjoyable to read.
Miss Eulalia 0. Grover, author
of "Sunbonnet Baby" and "Overall
Boys" will also be present at the
Bookery. Miss Grover, besides enjoying success brought her by
'Sunbonnet Baby" and "Overall
Boy" has also edited a splendid
copy of "Mother Goose." There
will be a small luncheon for both
of the famous authors.
le Children's Book Fair, held
lew York City from November
4 to 21, is an event of national interest, drawing people from all
parts of the nation. As Mrs. Garis to attend the Book Fair in
• York City, it is necessary
that the Bookery hold their Fair
early. The entire day will be
given over to children's books,
among which there will be the
original copy of "Ezekiel" along
th other famous books.

S U B S C R I P T I O N P R I C E FOR 6 P E R F O R M A N C E S
Orchestra
First row balcony
Second row balcony

^

$10.00
10.00
7.00

Subscriptions filled in order received by
MRS.

R H E A MARSH

SMITH

Rollins College, Winter Park
Telephone 344R
Make checks -payable to
A N N I E RUSSELL T H E A T R E
A special subscription price of $5.00 for The Annie
Russell Series has been made to the members of the
faculty, student body and staff of Rollins College. This
is absolutely the only reduction in price to be made for
the Series. Send your subscription in early and you will
be allotted the best available seats.
DOROTHY LOCKHART.

S U B S C R I P T I O N BLANK
Please enclose self-addressed
Reserve [

stamfed

envelope

] seats for Annie Russell Series

I should like the same seats as last year

_[

Orchestra

••[ 1

Balcony

_
_.

Check enclosed for $
Mail tickets to

Last season's subscribers who desire the same seats again this year
should re-order them before December 15. The box office will be
open for subscriptions from 4 to 6 each day of the week December 6
through December 11. Tickets will be mailed to subscribers on
January 4.

November 3, 1937.
Rollins College,
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Shopper:

French Assembly To
Be December First
Under the direction of Mrs.
[elen Rae, a French program will
be presented at assembly on Wednesday, December 1, at 11:20
o'clock. This program will be interesting not only to French majors but to the entire student body.

A Few Unusual
Items

"THE SUNBONNET BABIES"

The Rollins Press
Store

Garner And Miss Grover
T o Be P r e s e n t

Mrs. Helen Rae, Director of the
Rollins Folklore Society and Instructor of Folk Dancing, will be
the principal speaker at the annual meeting of the Florida State
Speech Association to be held at
Stetson University on Saturday,
November 6. Mrs. Rae's talk on
"Folk Arts as a Basis of Culture"
will be illustrated with dances and
songs given by a number of her
students. This will be the first
public appearance of the folk
dancers this year.

of Japanese domination in
North China and stronger influ.
elsewhere.
But res t assured neither En^.
land and the U. S. have any intention of making such a move. They
need that Japan is the
guilty party in the Far Eastern
crisis and the main purpose of the
parley will still be to maintain
the territorial integrity of China
. . . .even if it does not succeed.
C. I. O.-A. F. L.
Prospects for reunion of the
American Federation of Labor
and the Committee for Industrial
Organization have darkened again.
John Lewis, C. I. O. chairman,
is reported to have said that the
whole matter was "all over—busted." Even so, the C I. 0. has
announced it will go through with
the planned resuming of the peace
conference with the A. F. L. tfr
morrow.
view of the many points on
which the two factions have refused to come to terms upon in the
past few weeks, it is difficult to
that a thing will be accomplished this week.

W h i c h W e C a r r y in Stock
Ruled or unruled fillers for 7
.. .ring notebooks.
Steel strong boxes for money or
personal papers.
Inks in ten different colors.
Stamp albums, packets, hinges,
tong.s, detectors, kodapak.
Gavels, paper flag pins, music
....writing paper and pens.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C

O

M P A N
39 East Pine St.
Orlando

Y

Get ready! Set! Go! — to the first all-college
dance in fashions that will lead the field. The leader
always gains the center of attention — why shouldn't
it be you ?
DICKSON-IVES' collection of evening fashions are
the pace setters that will gain the limelight. Whatever your whim or purse dictates you can be either
demure and provoking in white lace, sophisticated
and alluring in black velvet, suave and glamorous
in crepe, glittering and majestic in sequins, or gay
and flirtatious in swirling taffeta. Whatever your
mood or whim dictates can be found in the Better
Dress Shop on the second floir of DICKSON-IVES.
On the first floor you can find the accessories to
complete your ensemble from rhinestone Juliet caps
to delicate evening slippers. And look carefully at
the new collection of pins, twisted beads, and evening gloves.
A Rollins College Shopper.
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V^esson Deplores Fact
Sulfanilamide, New Mystery Medicine,
Informal Dress Of l^aiters
Diplomacy Is Crumbling
Claims Lives of 4 6 Persons in U. S. Entertains Beanery Diners
CULFANILAMIDE . . . lifeBy RICHARD WESSON
By PEGGY R. BASHFORD
It is generally agreed that modem diplomacy is "going to the dogs " ^ saving drug or deadly poiFor the benefit of those who did not partake of beanery life last
But why should such a thing that the nations have built up and son?
Paradox of modern medicine
Thursday evening, may we say that they certainly cheated themselves
used so sucessfully in past years slowly crumble into the obscure?
li this German-discovered dye
out of a unique half hour of flippant diversion; and for the benefit
Since time immemorial men have had to negotiate with one another, derivative hailed as the means
of those who attended that grand regalia of noise and costumes, we
and as governments formed it became necessary to exchange opin- of spving the lives of more than
will say that we hope the evening warranted such a reminder as this.
ions, arriving at some conclusion.
a score of persons, for whom
Yes, Hallowe'en swept over Rollins a little early this year.
hope had been abandoned, and
This conclusion had quite
Some of you are liable to agree
blamed as the deadly agent In
to do with the condition of the
46 deaths throughout the United
with us that the Rollins students
countries in question; naturally
States.
are authorities on costumes for
the stronger country would have
Following the first warning ol
balls of fancy dress (or otherits ideas accepted much more readthe American Medical Associawise!). Well, we think that some
ily than those of the weaker nation that use of the medicine in
of the waiters deserve honorable
tion. Luckily, the nations who
certain compounds on the marmention for a few very bonnie aphave had the upper hand in power,
ket might be followed by fatal
pearances!
seemed to have been the ones with
In the army they have a song results, a frantic nation-wide
Through the blare and hubbub
fine diplomats who realized their which is lovingly dedicated to the search was conducted by federal
P r o g r a m T o Be E v e r y T h u r s of gnarling-faced jack-o-lanterns,
country's position in advancing bugler. Its every note sings of and medical authorities for approximately 700 bottles of the
Stuart Hagerty, garbed spiffily in
world relations.
day At Same Time
murder as do our hearts every medicine, known to have been
a uniform topped by a rat cap,
Since 1588 England has been a morning at the melodious trumpet- told to druggists.
ushered us to our table. The orSeven of the 13 patients for
In too many Instances the
world power, acting as a police ings of our friend and bugler,
TO B E G I N A T 7.20 P . M.
whom Or. A. S. Calhoun,
ange napkins were so different
warning came too late. To eight
force to keep the world in harness. Howard Lyman.
above,
of
Moimt
Olivet.
Miss.,
from the usual article, and so atdeaths in Tulsa. Okla., upon
The fall of the Spanish at this
Howard lives in Maitland and ii
prescribed the deadly elixir of
Organ vespers, to be held to- tractive, that we seriously considwhich the first announcement
time, when the Armada was de- one of those neurotic individual;
sulfanilamide have died, almorrow evening at 7:20 o'clock, ered keeping ours for a souvenir.
was based, were added in rapid
though the other six are refeated turned the power of diplo- who are "aspirants" for a degrei
succession seven in niinois, 14
will be presented to the students On sitting down, we looked up to
ported
to
be
on
the
way
to
remacy to the more truthful Eng- in '38. As the cold was severe a
in Mississippi, five in Alabama,
as an hour of music for rest and see our waiter. Bob Hayes, across
covery. Mrs. Franb Hamilton,
lish who have done much in world six-forty-five in the morning both and so on until the ghastly total
relaxation from the strenuous
right above, one of Or. Calwhose brawny chest was diagonalwas reached.
affairs up to the present day.
of us attempted to make the
tivities of the college day. The ly stretched the "white stripe of
houn's patients, is now recovering. Lower right is shown
France, also, has done much in terview as short as possible. With
program of music as presented by honor." We don't know what held
a bottle of the compound.
diplomatically
guiding
nations wrinkled brow and the pained look SEARCHING for something to
Herman Siewert for tomorrow ev
it in place unless it was the bow
kill the germs of the cocci
through delicate situations. She of thoughtfulness written all ovei Family
ning is as follows:
tie with no collar.
of bacteria—microscopistreptococcic infection.
Other
has contributed many fine states- his countenance, he said:
Prelude and Fugue in C MajOf course, we can see how the
cal circular organisms of the
cures, deemed almost miraculous,
"America's 'Tenth Man' has al- streptococci or chain-like groups,
men to the world. But would these
(Bach).
knack of dresses can hardly be
brought it quickly to the attenstatesmen have been as instru- ways caused quite a bit of dissen- the staphlococci, arranged in
Nocturne (Grieg).
completely understood by most
tion
of
the
medical
profession.
mental in keeping peace if they tion between the North and the clusters, and kindred forms—
Devertissement (Vierne).
men, but Harold Brady seemed enIn Baltimore, a child of 5, her
had not had a strong nation to South, before and even after that Prof. Heinrich Horlein. pharmaValse in D Flat (Chopin).
tirely lost in his role as a female.
temperature skyrocketed to 106
back their convictions? Doubtless- great conflict which was known ceutical research chemist of the
Canzonette (Tschaikowski) Gret- "Snap me up, snap me up," he reby streptococcic infection, was
German dye trust, and his asly many true statesmen have lack- as the Civil War. Then, however, sistant, Gerhardt Domagk, distreated and recovered within a
chen Cox, violinist.
turned to Mary Gulnac over and
few
days.
Similar
efifective
reed recognition simply because the it was a problem which concern
Overture
to
Rienzi
(Wagner
covered that reagents developed
over! "Every time I breathe I
sults were soon reported.
country or nation they represent- ed the South alone but lately the from the red azos dyes had a
The vespers will be presented come unsnapped."
ed did not have the power to en- geographic location has shifted deadly effect upon the germs.
every Thursday night at the same
There were one or two other
fanilamide. Dr. Morris fishbem
since the advent of one "Fathe:
force their views.
DUT, one wonders, how did
Following experiments with
editor of the Journal of the time. This program has been of- take-offs on attempts to imitate
animals, tests were made upon
Divine" in New York City.
*^ this drug undergo such a
American Medical Association fered by Organist Siewert sinct women's dress. The prominent
Now, what about the diplomacy
.luman patients with surprising
drastic Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
announced, is responsible for the chapel was dedicated in 1932, Joe Justice setting the new fall
"An old darky used to work ii
results. Sulfanilamide—a contransformation?
the deaths. A similar compound Various people from the Conservaof the United States ? Looking my neighborhood named Uncli
styles, and Billy Welsch RussianThe current opinion, anof glycol is used in some autoabout us at the various leading na- Tim, who was always overflowing densed torm of its long chemical
nounced by the American Medmobile anti-freeze solutions. The tory will appear on the progi-am dancing up and down the dining
tions today, we can say, and not with typical Negro superstitions name—was acclaimed on the
continent as a cure for the alical Association and substantisubstance has the same effects with Organist Siewert during the room with a tray of soup balanced
be far from wrong, that we are and the simple philosophies of his most Inevitably fatal streptoated by results, Is that an elixir
as bichloride of mercury, for year.
on three fingers—both contributed
the most powerful.
In other
His
conversation would coccic infections, childbed fever,
of sulfanilamide, not the drug
which there is no known antito the general hilarious uproar of
words, we have a perfect setting dwell for hours on the explana- and as an effective remedy ID
itself, produces fatal effects.
dote.
the meal.
to establish ourselves as the lead- tions of why all cats were ghosts the treatment of gonorrhea.
Not
entirely
doomed,
thereAvailable at a stuprisingly
We never did find out who had
fore, is the use of sulfanilamide,
low price, the drug appeared in
ing diplomatic nation. Before Eng- and why snakes do not die until
Introduced to America, the
let in Jack Justice, or how he haC
for, after thorough investigation
several commercial compounds,
land became powerful diplomaticalri or some other great preparation gained nation-wide
managed to even make beanery at
and research in medical laboraone of which was a solution of
attention when it was adminlsly, was it not necessary for he scientific mysteiy.
tories, it may be retiuned to
all!
Anyhow, we'll say that he
sulfanilamide and diethylene
teied to Franklin D, Roosevelt,
to become physically powerful
"One day Tim was especially Jr^ SOD of the President, for a
market, to continue saving liff
glycol. The glycol, not the suljust came from surf-fishing in
She became physically powerful efluvious on the subject of religion
Lake Virginia in time to wait tafirst, by beating down the Span- and the activities of his church.
The Independents held their first
Ronney, Mr. Kinsler, and Mr. Muti- formal meeting of the year Mon- bles. He must have been in a huge
ish, then established herself diplo- It seems that his church was hold• six months. If we doesn't,
spagh. Miss Hagopian and Mr, day night at 7:30 in Knowles Hall hurry, for one couldn't help noticmatically powerful because the ing a revival meeting that week den he comes down to collect it
ing his slip of memory in forgetBrown
tied for honors.
other nations knew that she was and all sinners were to be personal- hisself.'
The purpose of the meeting was
From all this levity the program the election of officers and intra- ting to roll down his pants legs.
strong and willing to back what ly reprimanded by God Almighty
Well, has your church got the
In the middle of the mashed poturned
to
a
more
serious
mood
and
she might say.
money
to
give
him
?
mural
representatives.
The
offiHimself. I took little interest in
tatoes we kept wondering what
'Nawsuh, dat's why all dem
The Women's Association picnic a deep melodrama was staged. cers elected were for positions ir the foreign element in the air
the affairs of Tim's church until
The United States has power,
I realized that the brethern of the niggers is aworryin' right now.' was held Monday, November 1, in The cast of characters included both the upper and b^wer divi- could be. Finally we happened to
but what do we do about it? In"Well, what if you don't give him Recreation Hall for members of such sterling actors as Dr. Arm
First Baptist Church were actuallook up just as it passed, and
stead of taking the problems of
e money? What can he do the faculty and their families. A strong as a love-sick swain, George
Those elected were; Davitt Fel- there it was—the savory source—
ly expecting a visitation from
the world on our shoulders and
picnic supper. Thanksgiving deco- Holt as a villain, Miss Camel i der, senior male member of the alias Fentress Gardner with a
some disciple of the Lord Him- about it?
co-operating with other nations to
a
mother
who
can't
pay
the
ren
Responsibility Board; Hildegarde
He can do plenty about it. rations of Puritan figures, Indians,
self. I was astounded at old Tim's
stop these horrible wars now goMcDowell as her daughti Reiss, senior woman member of ten-for-a-penny cigar smouldering
sincerity so I began a third degree He'll have us out of the church and turkeys, and gay entertain- Mrs.
in his mouth.
ing on and really saying "stop, or
on him by asking if this expected and hab de debil turned loose on ment comprised the evening. Ta- whom the villain wishes to marry, the Responsibility Board; Jack
Well, that was the last straw,
else," we send a few men to talk
and
Professor
Weinberg
as
the
Makemson, male junior member of
'til we gits da money.'
bles were scattered informally
visitor was actually descended
but as we were rising to escape
with other nations accomplishing
the Responsibility Board; English,
about the floor with a stage left sheriff.
from heaven.
all that, a shower of shrapnel
much of nothing. We are cowards.
"The next day I drove down in in the center. After the meal oldjunior
woman
member
of
the
Re^
"After much questioning on my
e pouring down upon us! Thus,
We have the power to stop nations
e vicinity of the First Baptist time songs were led by Roxy Hegosponsibility Board; John Willis,
all the way out candy crunched
fighting; we have the power nec- part and many superfluous an- Church and parked across the pian and accompanied by Chris
chairman of the lower division; and
by Tim I got a vague im- street where several darkies
under our shoes with every step,
essary to demand world peace; we
Sue
Terry
was
re-elected
secreHonaas
on
the
piano.
Then
a
spellin of this sacred mortal
and the jelly beans that had fallen
have the power to make those who
congregated. All wer
tary.
ing bee was held with Dr. Clark
down our necks felt very sticky.
fail to obey come to terms when struck such fear into the souls of their raggiest of woi*k clothes to and Professor Smith as captains.
King MacKury was elected inthey see that we enforce our state- his following. As no one had ev
appear as if in utter poverty. In George Holt laid claims to honors
As we proceeded onward toward
The sermon in the Knowles Me tramural representative for men
1 except the local preach fifteen minutes there approached
ments.
England did just that;
our
beloved abode, the clamor
about the corner a huge black Cadillac when he spelled "occasionally," morial Chapel on the seventh of and Jane Skinner was elected as
she was truly a world power and many stories circulated
dimmed behind us until only a
"ockasionally" but with an ulterior November will be preached by the the representative for women.
darkytown,
speculations
as
to
world guardian, but now that she
of the very latest model. All the motive, namely, to be able to sit
memory
of the din of laughing
Rev. Melville E. Johnson, Dean of
The attendance was better than
has no desire to fight in order to whether he was a colored gentle- windows were obscured by black down and rest his weary bones.
)rs and other pirates, and
St. Luke's Protestant Episcopal at the informal meeting two weeks
enforce her words, she is losing man or a white man. Many be- fringed curtains. In the driver's Dr. Armstrong
shrieking wenches asking "what
on
Professor Cathedral in Orlando. His sublieved
that
he
could
perform
mirAt the meeting next Monor has lost her world position.
seat were two monstrous gorrillaaculous deeds and everyone re- like Negroes who were enough to Smith's team, and Mr. Yust on ject will be "Youth's Response to day night it is hoped that all the kind of dessert we wanted." (Ha,
ha!)
the other team, were the two
Ancient and Modem Call," Independents will be present.
The trouble now is that nobody garded him as a deep mystery to scare the devil himself away.
champions. Mr. Yust won.
which will be drawn from the text
be
spoken
of
only
in
whispers
and
ame to rest and quiet and a
has the power once held by EngNext on the program was Pro- of the tenth verse of the third
"It was not until the coming of
land. Like frightened grown-ups, with the utmost reverence.
peaceful
evening o • study and
Student Essay:
"During Tim's narrative I sens- many press articles about "Father fessor Quiz, with Mr. Weinberg chapter of the First Book of Samafraid of getting our clothes
meditation!
Magna
Charta
was
a
soldier
in
uel,
"Then
Samuel
said,
'Speak,
for
ed, we stand aside and watch two ed a feeling of fear on his part Divine" that I remembered par- as the Prof. The contestants were
the
Revolutionary
War
who
was
thy servant heareth.' "
children fight till one dies. To and I gathered from the way they ticularly or attached any particu- Mr. Brown, Miss Hagopian, Mr. I
seriously wounded.
His wife,
ignificance to this incident.
my way of thinking it is much were expecting him, that the memTypewriter Headquarters
hearing of the incident, immedibetter to suffer the death of a bers of the church were not espetely went to him ,picked up his
Sales and Service
few of our sons and friends who cially happy to be honored by his
gun, took his place in battle and
All Makes Used Typewriters
W
A
S
H
I
N
G
P
O
L
I
S
H
I
N
G
S
I
M
O
N
I
Z
I
N
G
presence,
so
I
asked
Tim
if
there
might die enforcing the word of
said, "Shoot, if you must, this old
our country which we have studied was any special reason why this
L e t u s Simonize y o u r c a r
gray head, but I will fight it out
and know as best for the world, dignitary should be sent by the
19 E. Pine St., Orlando
his line if it takes all sumPhwie 4822
than lose them all in a major Lord at this time.
"—Kablegrara.
" 'Yassuh, he come to get da
calamity brought to a head by the
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
money!'
was
Tim's
reply.
assassination of a high official.
"What money? Do you mean
Opposite Campus
But possibly human nature is
changing and we are a bit more that he is coming here to collect
tolerant, wRh the nations demand- money from your church?
" 'Dat's right. We is supposed
ing war slowly fading into the
to pay him five hunnerd dollahs
past.

SIEWERT TO HOLD

CAMPUS
Personalities

Independents Meet
To Elect Officers
In Both Divisions

Women's Association
Picnic Held Monday
In Recreation Hall

Johnson To Preach,
"Youth's Response"
Will Be Subject

At the Next Game
Be Comfortable

But the change in human nature
comes slowly, so with all these
countries fighting themselves and
each other, I say that we, or some
powerful nation should take upon
itself to halt this terrible slaughter.

Davis Office Supply

BAGGETT'S SERVICE STATION

PItE.MIER SHOWING

Andy's Garage

^ - v . ^ W O T T A ^f^^^^L.

«. have.

BABY GRAND THEATRE

Church Street
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX

NOVEMBER 10-11
PRESENTER BY

ROLLINS ALUMNI

I n t e r w o v e n Socks

Popular Price
Beauty Shop

As a Benefit for Scholarship Fund

SAVE
As Much

JIcGregor

As
and

P r i c e List

Sweaters

Wool

Jackets

7n

Permanent Waves
$3.00 up
Plain Shampoo, set and
dry
65
Oil Shampoo, set and
dry
1.00
Hot oil treatment
1.25
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CONSERVATORY
NOTES

world's best business men, display themselves poorly on this point.
Interested observation in this prevailing
condition of Rollins reveals that the numerous advantages which are so neglected by
the majority of students, the people for whom
they are meant, are snapped up by the
townspeople and outsiders which, in itself,
demonstrates the worth-whileness of these
institutions.
The mistake is often made by students of
failing to attend these and similar functions
because they are not compulsory. Compulsion is one method of education which Rollins does not employ because it spoils or
hides from the individual the real meaning
in back of it all. No, you who do not avail
yourselves of all possible opportunities and
facilities are not getting away with anything or cheating the school, you're cheating
yourselves and your parents.

This week, if you were a music
student, you perhaps were descended upon by a stoop-shouldered personage with paper and pencil in
hand, a mask on its face and bent
on procuring a reply to a certain
question he had in mind. Well,
maybe that description isn't accurate, maybe the Snoop-McGoop
was a harmless conservatory student. Anyway, the question raised was: "Why was it you first
came to the Rollins Conservat o r y ? " The reputation of the faculty and acquaintances with alumni
seemed to lead by a nose. A couple of students came for the good,
warm ( ? ) Florida climate. Several persons had become interested
through the annual Music Festival and there was one girl who
just wanted to get away from it
all. (We don't know what all.)

CbUebioteDtesf
Member: Winter ParV Chamber of Commerce
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.

Rex Beach
Few students in Rollins fully realize the
close connection of Rex Beach to the College. As a student, alumnus and trustee
Rex Beach has been ever active in his con
nection with the school which for ten years
he has represented as President of the Rollins Alumni Association.

There is an almost unbelievable
rumor about that "awfternoon tea"
will be served in the consei-vatory.
From those in the know, we hear
that the "higher-ups" have tried
it out and found it not wanting.
National Adevrtlsinff Representative:
As an attempt to fit into the
NATIONALi ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
new schedule, Mr. Siewert is hold420 Madison Avenue, New York City
After graduating from Rollins he entered
ing organ whispers in the evening,
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicaffo
directly following dinner. The
the Chicago College of Law. Before his
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in
night service is very effective—
law studies were completed, however, the
United States fl.50 a term (12 weeks), ?2.50 for
th the varying degrees of lightgold
rush
lured
him
to
Alaska
where
he
vwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
ing.
spent two years. On his return to Chicago,
•om a somewhat
unreliable
latter, November 24, 1925, he resumed his studies and entered a brick
Park, Florida, under tht manufacturing business, of the latter Mr,
ce, in fact we might say totalof March 3, 1879.
ly unreliable, we have the followBeach was once heard to remark, "About
ing story concerning the piece of
the time that I got so I could tell a brick
trash in the middle of the chancel
EDITORIAL STAFF
from a nosegay of pink nasturtiums I took
last Sunday.—"It seems that Mr.
Editor
ROBERT Mac ARTHUR an interest in a contracting business. We
Mutispaugh, in the triforium galNews Editor
ALFRED B. McCREARY built furnaces, erected chimneys and inlery, in an attempt to toss an offiManaging Editor
PRISCILLA SMITH stalled power plants. I knew less about this
cial notice to Mrs. Magoin, who
Sports Editor
WILLIAM BINGHAM than I did about firebrick, but, being the
downtown, somehow miscalcuFeature Editor
NAN POELLER director of the several companies, nobody
lated so that the choir processed
Society Editor
HELEN BROWN
to face that startling shape bedared to tell me so."
Miss H. Brown, Jimmy Craig, Dr. fore it." One by one the members
FEATURE] TVRITERS
ame conscious of that grotesque
Several years of successful business life
Newman, Virginia Quantrell, and
Peggy Whiteley, King MacRury, Fred Liberman
lity—the shock was terrifique
Victoria Morgan, Anne Whyte.
others. Next, the slightly sagey
passed before Mr. Beach first became inand
passed through the group like
and foxy mouth, that can shift its
terested in writing. In 1903 he sold his
REPORTKRS
electric current.
AH went
corners around into any angle at
Ann Earle, Carl Rowland, Jack Rich, Myron Sav first story, which was entitled "The Mule
oothly, due no doubt to the apage, Jim Edwards, Warren Goldsmith, Louis Bills.
a
moment's
notice
to
suit
the
ocDriver and the Garrulous Mute" for fifty
parent
stoicism
on
the
parts of
By PENGUIN PEGGY
casion, and a smile that comes and
dollars. Since the sale of this story he has
ASl
goes so quickly you wonder if you the choir members. Hereafter we
advocate the use of a vacuum to
Jane Fairbanks, Al never written a story that didn't sell. AlSarah Smith,
really
ever
saw
it
at
all.
Included
: for Atlas muscles, or hire
The main trouble with this world
pick up stray objects; to be carthough he started writing as more or less
people. That is our final con- Goose Kettles to hold off the foot- are Si Vario, Joe Wilson, Opal ried on alternate Sundays by Rees
of a joke, so successful was he that it finalBUSINESS STAFF
ball team. At any rate, it was Peters, etc. But our pet is this
ly crowded him out of his work and he clusion on the matter and anyone very cleverly done and the cul- last one, the hidden humor kind, and Aitch.
iusiness Manager
GEOEGE PULLER moved to New York to devote his life to the who wants to fight about it can
meet us between next week. What prits have accomplished an almost always on the verge of a smile,
Advertising Commissioner .. PAUL TWACHTMAN art.
beautiful place this campus unheard of thing in keeping it a and always drooling over with
Circulation Manager
THOMAS COSTELLO
ould be without people—just secret on this buzzing site, par- happiness. Its corners wiggle in
Asst. Circulation Mgr
ANN ROPEK
Since that time he has written twentytrees, flowers, birds, dogs, and ticularly in Cloverleaf among their perpetual glee, and once it breaks
nine b o o k s and two plays, many of Warren Goldsmith. But maybe fellow rats. But woe unto them into a smile it's worth a million
dollars to see. Here we have
them being among the "best sellers," thus
e becoming a bit cynical about IS did it!
Betty Brock, Phil Lesh, Mo Miller,
bringing considerable fame and making him it all because people seem to be
Last Monday nite Mr. Lee crept
one of the most popular of the current well contented with themselves. nto town again under the cover of Ruthie Hill, Carl Good, Lenny
WASHINGTON, D. C—(ACP)
ve've made the best of it and nite. We didn't think he'd have Fishman, and Madame Bowman.
authors.
And that is the text for today, dear
•The National Youth Adminisby the ghost of Harrington we disnerve, but here he was. Howtiddliwinks. More later.
tration will spend 20 million dolIn recognition of his prestige, Rollins con- covered some amazing things! For
, he was a minor detail this
What has happened to that aris- lars during this school year to
ferred upon him the honorary degree of instance, did you know that time—so we guess you'd better
Sunday afternoon culminated five liectic,
Doctor of Literature in 1927, the year in George (Straight-Puss) Waddell come another time. Dick, whe tocrat of animals, the cow ? As help 220,000 students earn an edumad weeks of rushing. THE SANDSPUR
a contagious giggle he some- you can be the center of attention far as we can see she's definitely cation. This is an increase over
which he was elected President of the Rolwishes to congratulate each organization,
times exposes ? It was a revela- among our fair young flowers. becoming a "deteriorated goop" last year's allotment of 28 million
lins Alumni Association.
and is leading a life of dissipation dollars for 310,000 students.
each pledge on its selection.
tion to us. And, believe it or not, Hurry back, yeah?
i'ery state will share in the
Mr. Bach's book, "The Barrier," which Jack Hagenboch passed us once
Now that things are taking their and low morals. And her product
Through these aforementioned five weeks
was written in 1907, has been so widely ac- yesterday without saying "hello." normal shape again, the home for has become the nastiest stuff! student aid funds and several spethe greater part of each rushee's time has
claimed that it has been filmed by the Para- Other strange things came to our the gals what don't have all their Something must be done quickly cial funds have been created.
been occupied by, or with thoughts of fraterbefore we all have curdles in our
College aid allotments now bemount Studios. In view of Mr. Beach's con- attention also, such as "Riley" at buttons, namely Lucy Cross, is
nity or sorority, likewise each member of
3rk for once, Hai Begole getting once more up to its slap-happy hair. And where do those big ing forwarded are expected to apnections with Rollins, the Alumni AssociaEmploythe Greek Letter group.
on time, and Diddy Hannahs at tricks of old. Two nights ago bubble gobs come from when we proximate $10,700,000.
tion has been able to arrange for the showfirst period class. It goes with- was "Monday-Madhouse-Morgan- pour it? We suspect that Robert ment quotas for colleges will be
Far be it from us to condemn this time- ing of the film at the Baby Grand Theatre out saying that we nearly fell dead tied-Monstrosity nite, which con- Hill, rounding up prospects for about 80,000.
tried system of rushing, but now that it is this month. This will be but the second
This year, graduate students
1 we heard that '"Some Splash" sisted chiefly of making Vicky's elections, has been passing out
over, it is time for us all to realize that showing of the film in the country.
Hickok was sticking to water, and and Carl's room into a maze of bubble gum and cigars. But that's have been eliminated from direct
student aid. A college may, howprofoundly
apologize to him for string with everything imaginable just our guess.
fraternities are subservient to the college.
The Sandspur wishes to offer its congratu- tempting him away from firm de- tied on it. It acted as a spider
The Q. of the week is "What is
•, a t its discretion, allot a porDuring the past five weeks the majority lations to Mr. Beach for his literary beveragetion with that new nick- web to Morgan and "got" her in the question for this week?" It'll tion of its funds to graduate stuof the student body naturally has had rush successes.
e "Corky." The last stra^ more ways than one. The other take pure genius to get that one. dents.
ing uppermost in their minds. They have
deposited itself when we saw rooms were, though wrecks, noth"Sweetpea" Smith out after ten ing compared to theirs, and the
spent a greater portion of their time and
o'clock the other night. TskJ tsk! job will descend in the annals of
energy in this.
What a pass things are coming to. Lucy Cross and the Angel Gabriel
Now that it is done however, The SandThe old fight is over at last and as one of the most lavish jobs in
spur feels that if the different Greek Letter
now maybe we can get some sleep. history. We figure that it's just
organizations on the campus would cooperAlthough the Japanese drive, intended to We wonder what will become of about time for some dear soul to
from other
newspapers
ate and expend an equal amount of time and capture the western suburbs of Shanghai, those people who hava taken to give us all pie beds or something
energy as they did in rushing towards fos- aroused protest from the United States and sleep-walking during the season. equally as attractive, and we're
After
such
vigorous
exercise
acwaiting.
And
by
the
way,
Cuthtering a genuine school spirit in Rollins, this a consequent apology from Japan, the drive
Father: Tell
"You can't arrest me. I come
frankly, does
tually sleeping will be an awful bert Cuthell, we believe you left
college would be second to none in enthu- continued with rapidly intensifying
fury. bore and a rather hard job. W:'- a character mask or a face over my daughter
anyone neck from one of the best families in
siasm, loyalty and spirit.
The fighting in this sector has been ac- are all for starting a sleep-walkers there, didn't you ? We wouldn't
Virginia."
Honest Young Man: "Yes, sir, "That's O. K. buddy. We ain't
corded a great deal of criticism by Great club, to meet in some such incon- want it to get lost in the confuarresting you for breeding puranyone."—The Mountain Goat.
Britain because of its proximity to the in- spicuous spot as the patio of Lucy sion, so you'd better call for it.
poses."—Exchange.
5
Cross, a fairly romantic place, and
ternational settlement.
We think the Theta Kappa Nus
One of every three children born
Lord,
let
it
be
expounded
someEngland, however, seems to be occupied
ought to watch out for dirty rushThe aim of Rollins College is to lay before
Dear beer!
where else besides our bedroom. ing on the part of the Phi Delts. in the world is Chinese, statisticithe student body all possibilities for educa- in another part of the world for they have
Beer is dear and it is also dear.
It's getting so that we are con- The other nite "Grief" Atwood ans report. Just to provide Jaption by personal initiative. Whether or not at last decided not to tolerate Mussolini's stantly dreaming bad-nasties.
anese bombers with plenty of tarIs beer dear enough to overlook
was hot-boxed by the bunch of
one reacts sensibly to these opportunities face-slapping any longer. England's rethe fact
By
the
time
this
dribble
reaches
gang
and
sent
forth
with
a
Phi
That beer is dear?
is a matter of personal volition. Those who sponse to the speech made by Eden was a
the public eye it will be exactly Delt pledge pin on. After all, it
Germany
decides the name
Dear! beer is dear, but dear
come to school for the sake of a fully round three hundred sixty three to one hundred Wednesday by the sound of the wasn't Grief's fault. He was on
"America" is of Teutonic origin. dear it is dear!—Chaparral.
Mussoli
ed education participate in some of these forty-two vote of confidence.
musical gong.
And everything their party at John's, accepting Probably to be used as basis of
many facilities, following personal interest first futile attempts at establishing an alli- will be either one way or the other. their hospitality, so what could we its claim if Hitler decides to anI shot my arrow into the air,
not for the sake of personal gain, homego- ance with Hitler and thus gaining aid in Anyway, all the points we can't do?
nex the western hemisphere.
It fell to earth I know not
ing reports or education itself. Hardly is his Spanish campaigns seem to have been seem to dig up will be old otori-^s.
Well, this week the little prowhere;
different But right now we are the unhappy gramme of campus education goes
it fair to say that a person should force replaced with new and entirely
High-flying swan crashes into
I lost ten of the damned things
Thought the that way.—The Covered Wagon.
himself to do any or many of the extra- tactics with ultimately the same goal. Musso- possessors of lots of conflicting on—It is mouths this time, a quite hospital window.
curricular activities, for the benefits de- lini now demands the return of Germany's stories about rat caps and base- necessary bit of anatomy, and how stork was the only bird allowed
rived are few. Correct is it, however, that African colonies which were seized at the ments and things which don't hinge they can tell on you! The first in that vicinity.
Linoleum McRee at the Auburnat all. We thoroughly enjoyed group to be considered in today's
people who lack the desire to participate are close of the World War. Hitler has not yet
Southern game: "What price are
eypressed his opinion on the matter but ourselves, however, playing Sher- lesson is the type with a mouth
not in their true environment.
The Duke of Windsor gave up the seats, please?"
locks' home, and only wish
which reads "twenty minutes past
Italy's
failure
to
return
the
colonies
which
Chapel, one of the most worthwhile of
"Front seats are a dollar, back
knew the answer. If we tried to eight." (Along with this go the the English throne for Mrs.
and now gives up seats a half, and programs a
activities, is sadly neglected. Rollins has she took from Germany may keep the two mention the names of all those feet that point to ten minutes to Simpson
Which is the nickel."
one of the finest chapels in the country but men apart for a while longer. It is some- freshmen
supposedly connected two.)) Under this category we Scotch whisky.
real test of love?
"I'll sit on a program, please."
much pride cannot be aroused from the en- what hard to imagine that Mussolini and connected with the gag we would would put, first of all. Eve Farnsworth, a perfect specimen; then
thusiasm which the student body displays Hitler could maintain peaceful relations be- simply give a list of the ente
MODESTY
FAMOUS BOOKS
Education, or rather the search for edu- tween themselves for any length of time de, class. But we would like to say comes Lee Oldham, a close second.
We leave that group to take up
"Yeah," said the sophomore,
Knock, knock!
cation, is an investment. One spends money spite the common government of the two that it might not have seemed
funny to the brainstorms who c
the next, the "just look at my big "when I first came here I was
Who's there?
but, more important, time in this search countries. With the powerful .stand of the
coctcd it if they had been the o:
broad grin and my beautiful pretty conceited, but they knocked
Hugo,
for knowledge. If interest is lacking this English and the reluctance of Mussolini to in the first row of yee mess
teeth" mouth, which is constantly all that out of me, and now I'm Hugo who?
search is vain and futile and a poor invest- back down on his decisions, it looks like Beanery steps Monday noon,
in one action or another. In this one of the best fellows in college."
Hugo write something for this
trouble!
ment—Americans, who are known as the
this is to continue you'd better
group we have Mr. Van Beynum, —Tiger.
column.—Alabamian.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
TELEPHONE 187

Footnotes

20 Million Dollars
To Be Spent Giving
Help to Students

Now It's Over
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TAR GRIDDERS GROOM FOR OGLETHORPE GAME
ROLLiNS OVERWHELMS f o p f O R i ) ^^^^^^^^ ^f^
JOHNSON TALLIES
3 TOUCHDOV^NS
IN ONE-SIDED GAME

Star Back and Guards Who Paved the Way

TARS WILL MEET
STORMY PETRELS
FRIDAY AT 8:15

\ 0

Coach McDowall Alternates
Teams As Tar Gridders
Gain Consistently
Over Weaker Foe;
Wofford Never
Threatens

Rollins Favored To Win S.LA.A, Contest,
Oglethorpe
, i ^,, j ; ' j ^ / ? e c o r c / Is One VVi/j,JOne Tie,^^'^
And Four Defeats [j

Displaying a long awaited sustained offensive against mediocre
cpposition, Coach Jack McDowall's Rollins Tars racked up seven touchdowns to defeat Wofford College, 37-0 at Tinker Field last Saturday
night.
Rollins was in command of cere—
monies from start to finish as
Spartanburg,
South
Carolin; son bucking the line for the Tars
team failed to threaten at any time, third score. Johnson's kick was
although Hilton, of the visitors, blocked because of a bad pass
rounded end several times for long from center.
gains. The victory was the Tars
Daugherty Tallies
first encounter with an S. I. A. A.
opponent and brought their averThe so-called Rollins first team
age for the season back to the .500 returned to the fray and commark with two wins and two menced where it had left off in
losses.
the first period. From Wofford's
forty-five, Daugherty and MclnTars Gain 300 Yards
nis both clicked off fifteen yard
Only the statistics can reveal runs to bring the ball dowTi to the
Rollins evident superiority in every Terrier fifteen. On both these
department of play. Rollins piled runs the ball carrier had but one
up 17 first downs to four for Wof- man between him and a clear field
ford and gained 300 yards by as they received superb blocking.

The Rollins Tars will go after their third victory of the season
Friday night when they face a rugged Oglethorpe eleven at Tinker
Field. The game will start at 8:15.
In the first game of the year,
the Oglethorpe team was ground
into the dirt by the University of
Georgia by a 60-0 score and it is
just recovering from the effects
of that demoralizing defeat.
Little Centre College trimmed
the Atlanta boys, 19-0, but from
that game on all the teams have
had to work for their victories.
Offense Is AVeak
The Oglethorpe offense does
not appear to be very strong as it
Will Probably Face Tampa U. could engineer but one touchdown
in beating Wofford, 7-0. The
Frosh Here Saturday;
Stormy Petrels also have a scoreDate Not Definite
less tie with Chattanooga.
ROLLINS SQUAD SMALL
In their last two games Erskine
them 6-0 and Mercer won
Many Former Prep Stars Are beat
out 13-6.
In Starting Lineup
While this record is none too
The Rollins freshmen are sched- impressive, the Rollins record is
uled to face the Tampa Freshmen not either. Rollins beat South
football team next Saturday, prob- Georgia State in the opener, 13-6,
but lost to Southeastern Xxmisiably on the Tar grounds.
The Baby Tars will, as usual, ana, 7-0, and Ohio Wesleyan, 26be hopelessly outmanned but will 13. The Tars then snapped out
offer stiff opposition as most of of their lethargic play to humble
le men on the squad are real var- Wofford, 37-0.
ty material.
Both Teams Played Wofford
The starting line-up for the RolThe only common opponent which
lins Rats will probably have Sam Oglethorpe and Rollins have playHardman, Lou Bethea, Clyde ed is Wofford and here the Tars
Jones, and Earl Brankhart in the scored seven touchdowns while
backfield with the line composed the Atlantans were pushing over
of Lingerfelt and Sedlmayr, ends;
Mel Clanton and Len Phillips, tackHowever, Oglethorpe played the
les; Joe Rembock and either Bob Terriers early in the season beerty or Jack Scanlon at fore it had unwound itself from
guards with Dick Rodda at cen- the two earlier defeats, while
ter.
Rollins' improvement against WofAmong this group Sam Hardman ford was noticeable to everyone
was rated on the All-South high who saw the game.
school team while Jones is a triple
Stetson, one of the stronger
threat back with loads of endur- teams in Florida, was beaten by
ance. Big Len Phillips, the Tar Erskine, 7-6, and Oglethorpe was
tackle, will throw his six foot beaten, 6-0, which may mean that
frame at opposite ball carriers Rollins is in for a big surprise
from his position at tackle. Phil- Friday night.
lips weighs 235 pounds and will be
The last time the Tars faced the
a key man for the Tars defensive.
Stormy Petrels was in 1934 and
Joe Rembock at guard and Dick
the Tars dropped a 13-6 decision.
Rodda, center, both played for
Oglethorpe is Rollins second S. I.
Scarborough School in New York.
\.. opponent.
Their team went through two undefeated seasons, winning fourteen
straight games. Their experience
Los Angeles junior college offishould stand them in good stead
cials send grade shome to parents
in their freshman debut.
unless
students provide self-adThe Tarlet squad numbers but
fifteen men to the Spartan fresh- dressed and stamped envelopes to
men's thirty and this lack of nu- have them sent to their university
merical strength will prove a de- esidences.—Syracuse Daily Orcided handicap in the closing min- ange.
utes of the contest. Last year the
Tampa freshmen beat an undermanned Tarlet outfit 6-0 in the last
few minutes of play.

rushing to 97 for the Terriers.
The Tars threw fifteen passes
and saw eight of them completed,
which is averaging over fifty per
cent, and not one pass was intercepted.
The net gain was 109
yards. Wofford managed to connect on one completed play which
netted fifteen yards.

On two plays, Snooks Mclnnis
toted the ball to the seven from
which point Daugherty carried it
across. Gillespie's placement was
ide.

As the fourth period got under
way the Tar second team again
entered the contest and taking the
ball on Wofford's 36, punched it
ross in six plays.
The small scattering of fans
settled back for a punting duel as
Pass Paves Way For Score
the teams twice exchanged kicks,
Little Miller flashed off tackl
but then the parade began. Ollie
Daugherty whipped off tackle for for ten yards, Johnson hit center
six, and Joe Justice heaved
fifteen yards to carry the ball
down to the visitors 36 and a pass long pass to Miller which gained
from Curry Brady to Mclnnis was twenty yards to Wofford's
Johnson cracked off
good for sixteen more. Curry yard line.
Brady then faded back and heaved guard for the counter, his third
touchdown of the evening. Finding
another aerial to Frank D;
who was tackled as he caught the no receivers open for a pass, Joe
Justice rounded end to add Rollins'
ball on the Terrier four-yard li
only extra point.
Here Daugherty carried the ball
With the game nearing its close.
across on an off-tackle slant. Rick
Gillespie's placement was blocked. Miller ran back a Wofford punt
for a twenty-three yard gain
McDowall Substitutes
Johnson hurled a pass to Frank
Daunis for thirteen yards and then
A new team came in for Rollins
Miller threaded his way wide offat the start of the second quarter
tackle for the final score.
and after being shoved around a
bit, finally turned on the heat with
Play of High Calibre
a white hot offensive drive.
The play turned in by the Tars
Mo Miller began the onslaught
by skittering off tackle for thirty- was of such general excellence
five yards and then Buck John- both in the line and in the backson added the grand finale with a field that it would be impossible
dazzling run up the sidelines for to pick out individual stars, al52 yards. Buck ran like a scared though Carl Thompson turned in
burglar to ease by the safety man a fine performance in his capacity
who was cutting across to head of roving center.
him off and finish the last 30
Captain Arial of Wofford, giant
yards all by himself.
tackle, was easily the outstanding
With minutes to go before the
in the visitors' line.
end of the half, the Tars instigated
[lie Daugherty was Rollins
another steady march down the
field for fifty yards in which Joe game captain for the second time
5 season and both times that
Justice, Johnson, and Miller all
has secured this honor the Tars
.-ol labor a ted for substantial ga:
This parade culminated with John-'have come out on top.

TOUCH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER 5—FRIDAY
Sigma Nu vs. Kappa Alpha 3:10 p. m.)
Phi Delta Theta vs. Independents (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 9—TUESDAY
Kappa Alpha vs. Theta Kappa Nu (3:10 p. m.]
Sigma Xu vs. X Club (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 12—FRIDAY
Phi DelU Theta vs. Theta Kappa Nu (3:10 p. r
Independents vs. Sigma Nu (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 16—TUESDAY
X Club vs. Kappa Alpha (3:10 p. m.)
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 19—FRIDAY
Independents vs. Kappa Alpha (3:10 p. m.)
Theta Kappa Nu vs. X Club (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 23—TUESDAY
Phi Delta Theta vs. Kappa Alpha (3:10 p. m.)
Theta Kappa Nu vs. Sigma Nu (4:30 p. m.)
NOVEMBER 26—FRIDAY
Independents vs. X Club (3:10 p. m.)

; : » • *
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SET FOR BAB!
SPABTAN TEAM
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Here is the Tars speedy back who scored three touchdowns against the
Wofford team Saturday, one on a fifty-four yard sprint. Flanking him are two of
Rollins scrappy guards who excelled in the game.

ANDSPUR
RATCHES

Sc^

By BILL BINGHAM
On the basis of Saturday's showing against Wofford, Coach Jack
McDowall must be smiling again. After losing two games that might
just as well have been chalked up in the win column, the Tar team
went out to demonstrate just what it could do, and it certainly was
a convincing demonstration.
Rollins' twin teams played half the game each, going in every
other quarter, and both teams turned in grand performances, especially in the blocking department. The blocking was so good that
the Rollins backs clicked off five and ten yards a try with rare consistency.
For the first time this season the boys made their passes click,
completing eight to four different receivers with four passers on the
throwing end. It looks as if we'll have to retract a statement made
in an earlier issue that the Tars have no passers. This was the
first game that the passers weren't smeared almost as soon as they
got their hnds on the ball. Good blocking on the ends rushing in did
the trick.
The Tar showing against a Wofford team that was composed m
ly of veterans that played the Sailors in Leesburg last year was
improvement, despite the fact that the Tars were doing without the
services of George Miller, who rang up four touchdowns against th
outfit in Rollins' 32-14 win last season.
Another thing which must make Jack McDowall smile (at least
secretly) was the work of Buck Johnson, Elmo Miller, and Joe Justice. This trio of sophomore backs displayed plenty of promise. In
the South Georgia State game Buck made his initial appearance in
a college football game with Rollins on the visitors' three-yard line.
He carried the ball on the first play and went across for a touchdown, but the play was called back because both sides were offside.
Saturday Buck scored three to partially make up for it, om
beautiful run down the left sideline. Joe Justice experienced c
derable difficulty in hanging n to the ball, but got loose for sevLai long gains. But it was or defense that Joe really played football. He was a regular terror in coming up fast from his halfback
position to back up the line.
Little Mo Miller scooted up and down the field and chalked up
nice gains of 35 and 20 yards and numerous small gains. He also
was on the receiving end of two long passes, the second of which
brought the ball down to the Wofford five-yard line. While we consider Mo pretty small for college football, he may prove to be a
handy man to run in against a tired opponent because of his speed
and shiftiness.
While we have been talking up the new backs, we've neglected the
old standbys, Daugherty, Mclnnis, Gillespie, Kirby, and the Brady
brothers, all of whom turned in above par performances. Mclnnis
dropped a punt early in the game, but otherwise ran back all kicks
ten yards or more except when he was tackled immediately after
making the catch.

X CLUB LOSES 10
PHI DELTS, 32-0
Independents Edge T. K. W.'s
6-0 As Touch Football Opens
AT SANDSPUR BOWL
Intra-mural football officially
opened Tuesday when the Phi
Delts beat the "X Club," 32-0, and
the Independents edged the Theta
Kappa Nus, 6-0, on Sandspur
Bowl. The Phi Delts began to
move against the Club when
George Victor pulled a twentyyard pass down and raced the remaining distance for the first
score. Victor attempted to kick
the extra point but the ball \
wide.
Before the half ended Freling
Smith snagged three more passes
thrown by Wendy Davis, all of
which ended in touchdowns. Victor attempted to convert the extra
points by place-kicks and succec
in two of his four tries.
The second half found the
Club" fighting much harder t
in the first period. The Phi Delts
scored twice in this half. The
first score came when Victor took
the ball on a reverse from Bob
Kurvin and raced thirty yards for
a touchdown. Whitelaw blocked
Victor's kick for the extra point.
Freling Smith and Don Cetrulo
were outstanding for the Phi
Delts, while Mink Whitelaw and
Bruce Edmonds excelled for the
X Club.
In the second contest of the afternoon, Captain Mortimer "One
Man Gang" Lichtenstein led his
team to a 6-0 win over the hard
plugging Theta Kappa Nu outfit.
The score came early in the contest when Marvin Scarborough attempted a pass to Fred Kasten
that was intercepted by Gene
Townsend, who raced twenty yards
for the only score of the game.
Scarborough blocked Kemp's placekick attempt.
Both teams fought evenly in
niid-field through the rest of the
game. "The Manhattan Maulei"

Both of the Tar lines showed more fight than in recent games.
One reason for this may have been that each line was trying to show
the other up. In practice sessions last week, both teams battled
through three workouts for the honor of starting the game. Finally
Thompson's team scored in the last five minutes of the last scrimmage over Turk's forces.
Prof. Bradley, Rollins crew coach, watches every game anxiously
as four of the players, Matthews, Hume, Hoy, and Miller also have
positions on his first string eight. But for real amusement one must
watch the horrified expression on the face of Professor Pierce as
star speech students, Jack and Joe Justice, Carl Thompson, Bill
Daugherty, and Elmo Miller go through their paces.
Sidelights: Vanderbilt's Rose Bowl hopes went into a crashing
nose-dive as Georgia Tech applied the crusher. 14-0, . . .This was
a big upset as Georgia had been previously trimmed by Duke and
.Auburn. . . .Dartmouth and Yale's records were tarnished but not
spoiled by their 9-9 tie. . . .California still appears to be the West
standard bearer in the Rose Bowl with possibly Alabama for the
East standing out a bit above Pitt and Fordham because of its 41-0
rout of Kentucky. . . .Rollins faces Oglethorpe next Friday and should
win by 8 comfortable margin. . .

Mort. and Jeff Liberman, strengthened and tightened the Independent
defense. Theta Kappa Nu found
its stars in Bill Barr and Scarborough.

iHI;l:l:i:imi|
1935 Ford Convertible Coupe with 6 ply white-wall
tires. ..Has been driven less than 20,000 miles. Only
$445.
1936 Ford Sport Coupe with rumble seat, perfect condition thruout, $445.

Daily you miss candid shots
which you would later prize
Why not come in and let us
show you our complete line of
Candid Cameras and "get those
shots"?

1936 Plymouth Four-Door Touring Sedan.
in every respect. Only $595.

Perfect

1937 Chevrolet Master Town Sedan, very low mileage
and like new, only $625.

Imported and Domestic Ca

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave.,

Opposite Sears

ORLANDO

D. VARNER, USED CARS
Phone 5i52
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SOCIAL UICULIGUTS

Gamma Phi Banquet
Held Friday Night
Orange Court Hotel

Last Friday night Alpha Mu
chapter of Gamma Phi Beta held
its Indication Banquet at the Orange Court Hotel. The table was
Presidents of Fraternities: What do you think of the rushing
decorated with baskets of flowers,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
system this year?
one of which had been sent by the
The Rollins Club of New York
Bob Van Beynum (Phi Delta Theta): The rushing period is
rushees.
7:30 P. M. Chapel Staff Meeting.
held a meeting on October 20 at
still too long. Two weeks of informal rushing and a final
Cathy Bailey acted as toast8:00
P.
M.
"ROLLINS
ON THE AIR." "The Declaration of Indethe Town Hall Club.
Dr. Holt,
week of formal rushing would be plenty of time for every one
mistress; Marilyn Tubbs gave a
pendence." Students in Speech Department. WDEO.
Dean Anderson, Mr. Brown, and
concerned.
short speech, and Sarah Dean,
Show
Sigma
Nu
Film
In
8:00
P.
M.
TRY-OUTS
FOR STUDENT PLAY. Recreation Hall.
Mr. O'Neal were the guests of
Mink Whitelaw (X Club): The rushing system this year was
president, gave a welcoming adAnnie Russell Theatre
honor and main speakers.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4
far more satisfactory than last year and the only improvedress. The active members presThe
following
Rollins
alumni
atment would be in shortening the pei'iod about two weeks.
7:20 P. M. ORGAN VESPERS. Miss Cox, soloist. Knowles Meent were Ann Roper, Peggy-Mary
However, I am still in favor of open rushing and bidding.
morial Chapel.
Whiteley, Wilma Heath, Ruth Hill, tended the meeting: Sara Belknap, ATTEND FOOTBALL GAME
8:30 P. M. RAT COURT. Annie Russell Theatre.
Skippy Arnold, Elsie Moore, Tita Molly Mergentine, Kay Hosmgr,
Max Harrington (Sigma Nu): There is nothing so radical
Ruth
Dawson,
Gulielma
Daves,
Stueve, Cathy
Bailey, Skeeter
8:30 P. M. Folk Dance Party. Woman's Club.
in the rushing rules but what shouldn't be adhered to by all.
On
Saturday
night,
October
30th,
Dean, Olga Matthews and Marilyn Harriet Dyer, Nancy Gantt, Mil- Sigma Nu Fraternity entertained
If they are to accomplish the good expected of them, infringeFRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Tubbs. The rushees were Jean ford Davis, Eleanor Arnold, Wal- i their rushees. A sound film of
ment should be investigated and subject to a just punishment.
8:15 P. M. FOOTBALL GAME. Oglethorpe University vs. RolDensmore, Jean Fairbanks, Mary ter Jordan, Jane Beauchamp, Al- "The White Star of Sigma Nu"
Bill Barr (Theta Kappa Nu): No rushing system can ever
berta St. Cyr, Elfreda Winant,
lins. Tinker Field, Orlando.
Louise
Budreau,
Audrey
Flower,
was shovi'-n in the Annie Russell
be perfect. In comparison with last year's method, this year's
Claire Fontaine, Rachael Harris, Virginia Shaw, Rusty Moody, Perry Theatre. The picture showed the
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
was the lesser of the two evils.
M'Lou Hofft,
Tony
Holzborn, Oldham, Carol Valentine, Barbara founding and' development of the
7:30 P. M. "FRESHMAN STUNT NIGHT." Recreation Hall.
Lew Wallace (Kappa Alpha): An improvement over last
Peggy Lincoln,
Eleanor Rand, Hill,- Marjorie Holmes, Caroline national Fraternity of Sigma Nu.
8:00 P. M. "ROLLINS ON THE AIR." Dr. Armstrong and Mr.
Chase,
Charlotte
Rathbone,
Kay
year—less dirty rushing—less pampering of freshmen—less
Jayne Rittenhouse and Jean TurDougherty. WDBO.
At 6:00, the party went to The
interference with studies.
ner. The alumnae present were Hara Howe, Sam Howe, Philip
Sally
Limerick,
Sev Whistling Kettle for dinner. AfSUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Mrs. A. E. Dick, Mrs. W. S. An- Horton,
ter dinner, Max Harrington, presiBourne,
Eloisa
Williams,
Jean
9:45 A. M. MORNING MEDITATION.
DEAN MELVILLE E.
derson, Miss Ethel Enyart, Mrs.
dent of the fraternity, gave a word
JOHNSON OF ST. LUKE'S CATHEDRAL, SPEAKRaymer Maguire, Mrs. T. R. Rob- Astrup, Curtis Atkisson, Norma
of welcome to those present, and
inson, Mrs. Clark Jenning, Mrs. Stemm, Jean Parker, Howard Fox,
ER. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
introduced the visitors. The repreRobert
Stephens,
Margaret
Moore,
Cyrus Sharp, Jewel Levrter, Nancy
sentative of Epsilon Zeta Chapti
Brown, Barbara Lang (who came Hazel Bowen, Dick Shattuck, William Woodhull, Helene Keywan, of Florida, Mr. Gibson, extended
The first meeting of the German down from Gonneticut), and Aroxie Winthrop Erubaker, Robert Bar- greetings on behalf of his chapti
The Kappa Alpha Thetas held
their indication banquet at the Club took place Tuesday evening, Hagopian. Mrs. J. M. Schultz was ber, Maurice Dreicer, Niki Hauser, Mr. Solomons, from the Delta Mu
Whistling Kettle Friday night at November 2, in the home of Dr. also among the guests.
Charles E. Varney, Robert Black, Chapter at Stetson, gave a short
An informal dinner was given
7:30. A Hallowe'en theme was Feuerstein. This meeting was a
Ted Walton, Stuart Eaton, Richard talk on the brotherhood of Sigma
by the members of Alpha Phi Sorcarried out throughout the ban- preface to the later activities of
Alter, Ralph Gibbs, Roger Shaw, Nu. Mr. Hobart Peters, president
ority for their rushees, at tlie
the
club
which
will
include
lecquet, with masks, noise-makers,
The Kappa Kappa Gammas
Ralph Little, Jack Barrington, of the Orlando Sigma Nu Alumni,
White Heron Tea Room, Thursday
tures, dramatic performances, and
and corn candy.
Alan Taulbee, Victoria Bedford, told of his experiences as a pledge tertained nine guests at a formal evening, November 25.
The actives introduced two new music. Opportunities offered by
Ken Solomons, Clementine Hall, and fraternity man in college. He indication banquet which was held
Mrs. Ford, resident head of Carthe
club
this
year
are
unusually
songs which the chapter has writRobert Levit, Al Borden, Ben gave the highlights of the princi- at Mrs. List's, Friday evening at olyn Fox Dormitory, was the
Last Wednesday evening the
interesting because of the number
ten this year.
Rowe, George Porter, Mrs. Edg^r- ples upon which Sigma Nu is 7 o'clock.
After the dinner, the guests ad- of foreign students now attend- Kappa Alphas gave an informal ton Parsons, Leonora Parsons, founded. Dean Arthur Enyart
A long table, which was decojourned to the Theta Lodge where ing College—Doris Hesser, Alena banquet at the Orange Court Ho- Harry Edmonds, and Nancy Cush- made a few remarks about the rated with flowers and fern, was
in Orlando.
Heiderov, and Mohammed Mehthey were entertained.
privileges of fraternities in gen- set on the porch.
iring the banquet some of the
devi—who studied in Vienna, and
The guests were Betty de Giers,
oral.
of the American students who alumni gave speeches. Those who
Jeanne Langworthy, Shirley Levis,
The party adjourned so that the Betty Mackemer, Elinor McAuliffe,
have returned from Germany— spoke were Professor Bradley,
Miss Magdalene Jones x38, bemembers and the rushees might Ethel MacDonald, Ellen McElroy,
Carl Howland and Elizabeth Ken- Rhea Smith, Fred Hanna, Ray
came the bride of Harrison Robattend the Rollins-Wofford foot- Esther Pierce, and Caroline SandGreen, and Ray Maguire.
nedy.
erts '36, in the Joseph Bond Chapel
ball game.
Following the banquet, an inThe organization this year inlin.
of the University of Chicago,
Thursday, October 21.
After the pledging ceremony cludes two groups. The first is formal smoker was held at the
An informal supper was given
Mr. Roberts is connected with
Sunday, Gamma Phi Betas enter- comprised of those who speak Ger- chapter house . Fourteen guests
'. present and the Kappa Alpha by the Theta Kappa Nus at the
the Equitable Life Insurance Sotained the new pledges and guests man with ease. The second, to be
Solarium
Thursday
evening
from
actives
and
alums.
ciety in New York.
at a buffet supper. The guests organized later, will be comprised
6:00 until 10:00. The active chapAt Rollins "Bobby" was a memwere Dean and Mrs. Anderson, of students not so advanced in
ter and twenty guests were presber of Kappa Kappa Gamma, and
Miss Enyart,
Mrs. Robinson, their knowledge of the language.
ent.
Harrison a member of Theta
Jewel Lewter, Jinny Smith, Mrs. Because of this arrangement more
The Alpha Phi Sorority takes
Speeches were made by Dr.
Kappa Nu.
Maguire, Mrs. Gordon Jones, Mrs. students will be able to enjoy the
Waddington, Dean Anderson, Pro- leasure in announcing the arrival
The Chi Omega Indication BanR. P. Hill, Mrs. L. F. Bolt, and Dr. opportunities of the club. All who
fessor Weinburg, and Dr. Melcher. of Mrs. Stuart Graves, of Lans- quet was held last Friday night at
Grover. Because of illness. Dean are interested are cordially invitThe Phi Delta Thetas entertained
The guests were entertained by down, Pennsylvania, District Gov- the home of Mrs. R. B. Barbour
Enyart was not able to be present. ed to join the group.
fourteen guests with a spaghetti playing "dodge-ball" with a medi- ernor of the Sorority, on her an- on Interlachen Avenue. The table
supper at the Solarium Thursday cine ball, and later in the evening nual tour of inspection.
was decorated in cardinal and
four colored men performed "The
On Friday afternoon ,the Alpha
raw, the colors of the fraternity.
John Lonsdale showed moving Battle Royal."
Phi Sorority will give a formal tea
Those present were: Helen GorThe X Club entertained thirteen
pictures of the Rollins-Ohio WesBill Barr presided.
in her honor, in Carolyn Fox Dor- don, Anne Stone, Gertrude Bar- guests at the White Heron Tuesleyan football gam-3 and the old
mitory.
, Clara Adolphs, Kay Lewis, day night. A buffet supper was
Rollins
students
who
were
rresent
Bernard Bralove, Rollins graduYoung Thing: "Not only has he
The Alpha Phi Alumni Club of Dr. Evelyn Newman, Estella Mae served at seven o'clock.
at the game.
ate, and outstanding debater while
broken my heart and wrecked my Orlando and Winter Park, will Bowles, Alice Elliott, Norine Farr,
The Phi Mus entertained their
le evening was spent informalMusic was played thi'oughout life, but he's messed up my enat Rollins, has just received an ap- guests at an Indication Banquet
give a luncheon in her honor, Betty Hall, Mary Malta Peters, ly and later some of the guests
the
evening
by
Glen
Brown's
orpointment with the National La- at the Hotel Angebilt, Friday evetire evening!"
and the active chapter.
eturned to the X Club.
Thursday noon.
chestra.
bor Relations Board, with perma- ning at seven thirty o'clock. White
nent headquarters in Philadelphia. and rose carnations were used for
Bralove graduated from Harvard the centerpieces. The room was
Law School last June.
decorated with palms and roses
Sterling Olmstead, another Rol- and white dahlias. Rose candles
lins debater, stood second in his were used throughout the room.
class at Yale University last year,
where he is working for his MasIndication
Banquet was held
ter's degree.
Friday night at 7:30 at the White
Heron by the active chapter of Pi
Beta Phi.
The guests present were Peggy
Davis, Lennie
Fischman, Jane
Forte, Rosemary
Glenn, Mimi
/es, Eleanor Ham, Gracia TutThe Alpha Phis held their Inditle, and Marjorie Wilson.
cation Banquet at the Colonial Orange Court in Orlando Friday
evening at 7:30. The decoration
scheme was carried out in silver
and bordeaux.
Those present in addition to the
active chapter were Dean Sprague,
Mrs. E. H. Twachtman, Mrs. A. P.
Phillips, Helen Borthwick, Marjorie
McQueen, Dorothea Rich, Marguerite Smith, and Dorothy Steele.

Rollins Club Meets
At Town Hall Club
In New York City

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

FOiAL BANQUET

German Club Holds
Kappa Alpha Theta
First Meeting At
Gives Hallowe'en
Feuerstein's Home
Banquet On Friday

Alpha Phis Give
Kappas Entertain
Guests At Formal
Informal Dinner
Indication Banquet

Kappa Alphas Give
Banquet and Smoker
Wednesday Evening

Jones And Roberts
Married Thursday

Buffet Supper For
New Pledges Given
By Gamma Phi Beta

Theta Kappa Nu Has
Informal Supper At
Solarium Thursday

Spaghetti Supper
At Solarium Given
By Phi Delta Theta

District Governor,
Mrs. Graves Visits Indication Banquet
Alpha Phi Chapter Of Chi Omegas Held
At Mrs. Barbour's

X Club Entertains
Tuesday Evening At
White Heron Inn

Banquet Given At
Pierce's Debaters
Attain Prominence Hotel Angebilt By
Phi Mu Sorority

Orange Court Hotel
Scene Of Alpha Phi
Indication Banquet

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

Flannel robes by Royal are the
choice of college "ferns" all
over the country. Styled with
hi-lo necks, they are in single
or double breasted floor length
models. Just right to be your
constant
companion
during
leisure and study hours. Navy,
raspberry, royal and wine

$5.95 to $12.75
Lingerie—Second Floor

Yowell-Drew's
Mezzanine Floor
ORLANDO

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

^smokers
lurning to em
every day

Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business
Winter Park, Phone 413

a liome town concern.
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313
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